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1: Horse Astrology by Kim Devries
Read your Daily Chinese Horoscope for Horse. Chinese mythology contains stories of flying horses, horses that are part
dragon or deity, and a silkworm/mulberry origin story wherein a girl promises to marry a horse if he helps her find her
father.

Verify Your Sign Horse is in the Fire group. Horse has proactive, passionate, talented and articulate
personalities. Pig is the Water group. Pig is connected to river, running water, lake or ocean. It implies
wisdom, initiative, energy, offensive and encroachment. Pig contains Yang Water and Yang Wood. Water of
Pig and Fire of Horse have attractive relationship related to Wood. Wood of Pig and Earth of Horse have
attractive relationship related to Earth. They have double attractive relationships. They can get along very
well. Fire is afraid of Water. Water gives Fire pressure. Water can extinguish and conquer Fire. Pig provides a
working place to Horse. Horse helps Pig earning money. They are good business partners. Horse is the fastest
animal for long distance travelling on the ground. Horse likes to pursue success, victory, power and reputation.
Pig also contains Male Wood, which is tall tree, landmark, leader or decision maker. That implies Pig has
generous, magnanimous and open-minded personalities with Leadership traits. Pig has the leadership skill and
good vision for the future. Working with Pig, Horse has the pressure on its responsibility. Horse will work
hard to seek for the greatest achievement. You were born in the Year of Horse. The following is the Brown
Pig year prediction for people born in year of Horse. Horse drinks water on the river. Horse can happily and
industriously travel under the sun. Water gives Fire pressures. Water represents your career. Pig is related to
river water. That implies that you have unlimited job opportunities. You will focus on your career
development. Your job will be getting busy. You will have more responsibility on your job position. Fire of
Horse and Water of Pig together have attractive relationship into Wood. Wood is the mother element of Fire.
Wood represents your mentor, benefactor, guardian angel or savior. Whenever you encounter troubles at work,
someone caring you will guide you to find the solutions. Wood helps Fire to burn. The more job pressure
comes, the more energy comes to support you. Your career opportunity is not bad. If someone offers you a
new job, then you can consider to accept it. If you are well prepared and feel lots of passion on the new
position, then you should pursue your career goal. If you cannot get over the people relationship in the current
position, then you can consider skipping the opportunity. Horse is Female Fire. Metal represents your money.
Pig contains Water and Wood, without Metal. Horse has a good luck in career. You should have a stable job
and have a good fixed income. Horse pursues the victory of prosperous life. As long as you want to diligently
work for your goal, you will have decent income. Horse and Pig is a couple of good match. Horse and Pig
have double attraction relationships. If you are single, this is good time to find your true love. If you are a
lady, then Water of Pig represents your husband or boyfriend. If you are sincerely and energetically looking
for love, you will find your ideal gentlemen. If you are a gentleman, then Metal represents your wife or
girlfriend. If you are a single man, then you need more time to find your girl. You have better chances to meet
girls from the job related networking. If you are in love, then you and your lover must be a happy and
affectionate couple. Both of you can consider the engagement or marriage. If you are married, then your
marriage life should be happy, romantic and sweet. You will feel you fall in love again. Your people
relationship is pretty good because of the attraction relationships between Horse and Pig. You can build your
solid social networking during this time. Horse likes to pursue fame, success, victory and power. But you need
to respect each member in your group. Then people will accept your leadership and keep the friendship. Pig
and Horse have good people relationship. But you might receive a slander because of Pig. The dispute will be
tangled for a long time. That will hurt your energy, spirit and money expenses. You will take care of your
health well. With the protection of Pig, your health should be excellent. Pig is connected to the water in the
winter. Pig Water is cold. If your birth chart has too much water, then you should watch out for your kidneys,
bladder, and the urinary system. Pig brings you good people and love relationship. Diligently hardworking can
ride on the crest of success. You will have a prosperous year.
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2: Horse: your Chinese Horoscope FREE and complete
Among the Chinese Zodiac animals, Horse has the sixth position. Horse is regarded to be pliable. Some of the positive
characteristics of the people born in the year of the Horse are wise, discreet, agile, attractive and full of sympathy.

Written by Alison is a beautiful year for the Horse, protected by a mild sky. This pleasant and constructive
climate encourages you to take initiative, which strengthens your confidence. You have excellent relationships
with others and this only boosts your potential. This year, you can consolidate all your achievements, be they
material, emotional, or professional: You do not lack charm or daring and you will have many opportunities to
convince and take the other in your wake, to install a stable and fulfilling situation in your relationship.
Exchanges are just as enjoyable with your family and friends: If you are single, you are not safe from love at
first sight, friendly meetings are favored and a friendship can be transformed into more tender feelings. Tips
from Free Horoscope. Use your past to ensure your future: Your relationships are flourishing and they will
make your life a lot easier. You could even collaborate on a large-scale collective project: You see big and far,
the annoyances of everyday life do not affect you and this state of mind gives you the courage to gather your
troops in a good team spirit. Do not try to control everything, even if your ideas are excellent. It is by
associating your talents that the success of your joint projects will be born. Stay away from frivolous or low
material concerns, step back and consider the global nature of recent years. If you lack confidence, if you feel
that you are getting lost, do not hesitate to seek advice from wise and reliable people. Learn to say no without
feeling guilty, give yourself time and space just for you. Well-being for the Horse In , you need to maintain
your health or improve it to finish this cycle in style and then go back to a new healthy foundation. Now is the
time to set up a healthy lifestyle, time to detect and then correct the excesses you allow yourself too often. By
working on yourself you facilitate a great clairvoyance and your usual intellectual honesty. Do not get
overwhelmed by multiple stresses, stay calm without feeling guilty. It is within family that you find your
energy and that you re-energize yourself. Family relationships bring you serenity and meetings while family
meals allow you to bond, even if you have neglected them. It will also be an opportunity to exchange more
deeply with some people and strengthen the affection that unites you. Do not make promises that you would
have the greatest difficulty keeping but keep your previous commitments.
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3: Year of the Horse: Zodiac Luck, Romance, Personality
Horse is the seventh in the year cycle of Chinese zodiac sign. The Years of the Horse include , , , , , , , , , The Five
Elements of Horse is Fire (Huo), which symbolizes enthusiasm and energy.

However, heavy responsibility or pressure from their job may make them weak. Also Horses should refuse
some invitations to parties at night. The Horse sign stands for leadership, management, and decision-making.
Horses dislike taking orders. The Horse can make it in any career that demands neither solitude nor
meditation, for he is an extrovert and he needs to be surrounded by people who approve of him and flatter him.
Good career choices for Horses include: How to Build Relationships with "Horse People"? People born in a
year of the Horse have a pleasant, amiable, easy-going disposition. With good humor and geniality, they are
extremely comfortable to get along with, as they have the ability of instantly putting people at their ease. All
these guarantee their popularity and a large following of friends. The Luckiest Things for Horses Lucky
numbers: If you are a Horse, you will find it easy to get rich using your own horse sense â€” intelligence and
wisdom, so use your natural skills and strategies. However, your horoscope shows that you might desire to
achieve a goal regardless of legal or moral constraints. Horses will have good returns on real estate, technical
projects, and cultural trade. But these will require you to expend much energy, and you are likely to get upset.
Horses, you might have conflict with your leaders, and that will result in a poor relationship between you this
year. However, you will do well in studying and research. You should work hard on technology projects. This
will also reduce the direct conflict between you and your leaders. You have a higher rate of success in these
areas in It will help pave the way to a bright future. It will be easy to scare away your favorite mate, and even
have fallouts and affairs. So you are suggested to be modest, talk less, and think more, which can avoid
breaking the harmonious aura. You can also let your friends and people around you to help you to make a
good impression with your loved one. It will be easy for you to settle down in a relationship with your loved
one. Horses, you should be careful of going against the law or having conflicts with people, otherwise it will
be easy to be involved in bloody incidents. Your stomach might not feel well, and your respiratory system will
also easily have problems. Horses are not suggested to go on self-driving tours in , neither should they go
climbing or do other adventurous activities. Ignore this and you will be in danger. You are suggested to do
health examinations regularly, and take the time to adjust your mind by relaxing in a forest or by a lakeside.
Love compatibility within the Chinese zodiac animals takes the characteristics of each animal into account.
Only those whose characteristics match each others can be good partners. See below for the compatibility of
the Horse with other animals, and find out if the Horse is compatible with your sign or not.
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4: Horse Chinese Horoscope And Feng Shui Predictions - The Minds Journal
Horse will have a harmonious relationship with Tai Sui the Grand Commander of the Year and get its support in the
year. You will see many opportunities for development and your power and fame will get further promoted due to the
blessing of the auspicious star.

Verify Your Sign Horse Hour is from The Sun is at its highest position at noon. Dog hour is from 7: The Sun
will disappear from the horizon at Beijing China time zone. Horse Month is June, which is the month of
summer solstice. Dog Month is October, the last month of the fall harvest season. The farmland will soon take
the winter break. This implies Dog is telling Horse to take a rest. Horse is the 7th animal in the Chinese
zodiacs. Seven is an odd number. Horse should be in the Yang group. Actually, Horse is in the Yin group.
Female Earth is the farmland. Female Fire is candle, campfire or the energy on the ground. Horse provides
energy for farmland to grow plants. Horse always is busy during the day till the sunset. Horse is in the Fire
group and Dog is in the Earth group. Fire is the mother element of Earth. Horse will fully support and protect
the Dog. Dog always welcomes the help from the Horse. Horse is the fastest animal for long distance
travelling on the ground. Horse likes to compete with others. Horse can be a leader in their group. Horse likes
to pursue success, victory, power and reputation. Horse will satisfy the mother and child relationship with
Dog. Dog is Male Earth, which is connected to hill or tall wall. Horse is Female Earth, which is connected to
torch, candle fire, lighting or Leon light. When the illumination decorates on the wall, the wall becomes an
eye-catching advertising billboard. That implies Horse and Dog working together can become an outstanding
and attractive team. They have a reciprocal relationship. Horse is Fire and Dog is in the Earth group and also
contains some Fire. In the Chinese astrology, Dog has a nickname, the Storeroom of Fire. Dog is collecting the
Fire. Dog is the jail of Fire. After entering the storage room, Fire will have the difficulty to take out of there.
That means the Fire relationship between Horse and Dog is very close. You were born in the Year of Horse.
The following is the Brown Dog year prediction for people born in year of Horse. Diligent and persistent
Horse chases the sun all day long till sunset. Horse is in the Fire group. Fire is afraid of Water. Water
represents career to Horse. Dog is in the Earth group. There no water inside the Dog. You probably just want
to keep the current job status. The career luck will become stronger in the winter. If you work hard, you might
have extra rewards in the end of the year. If you have the promotion chance to a new position, then you need
to think twice before making the decision. Dog is Male Earth, which is connected to the mountain. When we
see the mountain, we need to stop to figure out the better way to overcome or bypass it. Therefore, you need to
analyze the situation, consider whether the job is hot and check any limitation for your career. Or people try to
kick you upstairs. You should be conservative. When your competitor suffers setbacks, then you can consider
stepping forward. Metal is afraid of Fire. Fire represents your money. Dog is Male Earth and also contains
little Metal. The Metal inside the Dog is connected to the money earned from hardship. To improve your
money luck, you need to use your creativity, willpower and leadership skill to earn the money in the first half
of Dog cycle. The second half will be the harvest season. You need to finish your works early. Then you can
enjoy your achievements and rewards during the winter. In Chinese astrology, Horse and Dog have attraction
relationship into Fire. This is a good sign for love relationship. If you are single, then you have great
opportunity to find your lover. Therefore, you can attend more social activities and express your caring to
people. Then you dream will come true. If you are in love, then your relationship will be closer than ever. If
you are married, you will feel your love much stronger than before. You and your spouse will be an
inseparable couple. Horse and Dog have attraction relationship into Fire. Therefore, your people relationship
will be pretty good during the cycle of the Dog. Horse is taller than Dog and runs faster than Dog. Horse likes
to compete, seeks the limelight to become a leader in the group. Horse and Dog can get along well. In order to
gain for the higher reputation, Horse needs to seek the support from Dog. Dog might steal the show from
Horse. If Dog holds the leadership, then Horse will leave and find a new group. If you have argument, dispute
or lawsuit with someone, then you might lose the case. Your momentum looks good in the beginning. But
after all, you will get into the trap of the rival. If you encounter a mad dog, then the jail time might become
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possible. Also, the argument will last for a long time. That will hurt your energy, spirit and money expense.
Horse is Fire and Dog is Earth. Fire can burn more Earth for Dog. When Earth becomes too strong, then you
pay attention on the health related to Earth. You should watch out on your stomach and digestive system. If
your Earth is too strong, then Water might become weaker. If Water is too less for you, then you should pay
attention on your kidneys, bladder and the urinary system. Since Wood can overcome the Earth. You can often
go to lawn, parks, forests, beach, riverside for outdoor exercises and fresh air. This can increase the energy of
Wood. You feel that you missed opportunities in the past. But you should take a break, recharge your energy
and wait for the opportunity at dawn. Your zodiac sign of birth year is related to your early life, family
tradition, culture and your personality. By analyzing all attractive and fighting relationships between Five
Elements and animals in the birth chart, it can tell you what major events regarding to career, wealth,
friendship, love, marriage or reputation is coming toward you. Our Daily Chinese Horoscope provides the
prediction information of yearly, monthly and daily cycles for the coming year. By taking this advantage, you
can plan for your future in advance.
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is a beautiful year for the Horse, protected by a mild sky. This pleasant and constructive climate encourages you to take
initiative, which strengthens your confidence.

Pinterest Horse Horoscope An Overview â€” A Look at the Year Ahead Horse horoscope forecasts that this
year your natural skills will shine, and you will even have time to build on them! Your confidence is highly
important in this year of the brown earth pig. So keep it up, and it will help you in many aspects of your life.
Things will, in general, go easily for you this year if you make sure to play to your strengths. Every sign in the
Chinese zodiac is named after a different animal. There is a story that says that once Buddha called all of the
animals on the earth to him, but only twelve showed up. The animals that came got the zodiac signs named
after them. The seventh animal in the Chinese zodiac is the horse. Horse years are , , , , , , and If you were
born in any of these years, then you are supposed to have some of the traits of the horse animal totem: You
will be the driving force in your relationship this year, not your partner. If you are single at the beginning of
and you want to get into a relationship, then you need to get out of the house and try new things in the first
couple months of the year. Understanding is more important than sex in any Chinese zodiac love match. If you
as a Chinese horse want a good relationship, then you need to make sure to spend time with the people that
you care about it. This is also a good year to find love with your friends as well. They will tend to take things
too sensitively. Try to impress your children, rather than depress, your family and friends this year. Family
planning for a child can be done after discussion with your spouse. Horse Chinese Horoscope For Career The
Horse horoscope foretells that this year it will be your social skills that will get you ahead at work. You will
need to work with other people this year in your business too. So make sure that you work on your teamwork
skills. You also likely to get a large project this year, or many small ones. If you can focus, then you should be
able to do well no matter what kind of projects that you get. Your work will get harder in the last couple of
months of the year. Horse Horoscope For Finance Horse yearly predictions forecast that in this year of the
brown earth pig you will be lucky when it comes to finances. You will have enough money to pay off some of
your debts this year. Year Of The Pig Predictions For Health Speaking of strength, Horse in you will have
more energy this year, which will mean that you will be able to work out and exercise more this year! This is a
year to get rid of your bad habits. Quit smoking , go on a diet and do relaxing things like yoga or meditation.
Horse Monthly Horoscopes January will be a month filled with positive vibes and lots of good news. February
will turn out to be everything that you wanted. Things will go according to what you desire. March will be a
tiring month no doubt, but you will be rewarded for the efforts that you have been putting in. April is not a
good month to invest in risky financial ventures. May is a period when you have to be extra careful and not
give in to indulgences. June will bring with it new opportunities that could turn your life around. July will be a
mixed bag with a lot happening in your life. August is the right time to start planning for your future and take
the necessary steps. September is an excellent month to get into new relationships or improve your relations
with your spouse. October will bring in many opportunities, some of which are best avoided. November is the
month to go all out to fulfill your dreams and ambitions. December is the right time to start planning for the
coming year. But something can come out of it if you put in some extra effort. The horse horoscope predicts
that this year should be great if you make sure to play to your strengths. Overall, if you work hard while you
are actually at work, then you should be able to have a good time when you are away from work. Make sure
that you spend time with the people who you care about. The Horse in Earth Pig Year can relax.
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6: Horse Chinese Horoscope | Free Horoscopes & Astrology by www.enganchecubano.com
Big news!! Your Chinese Horoscope is ready! To have a look and get your yearly predictions, simply click on this link:
Chinese Horoscope for the Horse In , you will seek first and foremost to gain, or expand, your autonomy and
independence.

Males are unrestrained and frank while females are romantic and passionate. Your lifelong fate will be full of
ups and downs and you will get a lot of success and suffer many failures. Lifelong Luck in Money Making
With an unstable luck for wealth, you may make a fortune or suffer a loss; you need to grasp the opportunity
timely and make reasonable use of funds, so success will be waiting for you! Your luck for wealth will be full
of changes. You are not good at financial management and only know increasing income but know nothing
about reducing expenditure. Being face-saving and vainglorious, you may even save your face lavishly. While
investing into a business, you should be determined and never be misled by the public opinion. If you are not
prudent, you may go bankrupt, even suffer a total failure. Lucky Direction for Work Income: West Lucky
Direction for Windfalls: Southwest In daily life, you are suggested to wear or place Sheep, Tiger or Dog
mascots on your table. Rat or Ox should be avoided. Lifelong Fortune in Career You people under the Horse
sign are open-minded, responsible and have the strong leadership skills. However, you might be not tolerant
enough and give up halfway. If you can keep motivating yourself to make efforts, you can make great
achievements. Being enterprising, you have a very high perception and sensibility and may try all sorts of new
challenges. Full of spirit and energy, you have a flexible commercial awareness and unique insights into
operation and management. The challenging work can stimulate your inspiration but you should not accept the
challenge beyond your abilities, or you will suffer the unavoidable failure. Wanting to make success in career?
The Wenchang Star the God of Literature blessing you is in the west. You males like neither the nonsense love
nor an ambiguous relationship, thus will have a lot of restrictions in choosing someone to get married. You
females are clear about what to love or hate and often get married late. While having a relationship with
someone, you should give each other the appropriate freedom for further development. However, you Horses
conflict with Rat people and harm the Ox people, therefore, if your partner is under one of the two signs, you
will have many quarrels and problems in life thus can hardly have a lifelong marriage. In addition, the lucky
direction for you in love is east. Health Since Horse belongs to fire in five elements and fire connects with the
heart, you are hot-tempered and in pursuit of efficiency and often feel stressed and bring burden to your heart,
intestines and stomach and nervous system, which will damage your health after a long time. Therefore, you
are suggested to start from the daily habits, eat more Yin nourishing food, cultivate your mind, hold back your
heart fire and keep a happy mood. Moreover, you might be easily frightened and should pay attention to safety
when go out. Taboos in Daily Life 1. Never wear the Rat shaped jewelry. Avoid staying with people under Rat
or Ox sign. Do not place your bed in the north direction. Horoscope for People under Other Animal Signs:
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7: Astrology and Racehorses, Astrology, Astrologers, Horoscopes | Astrologer Patrick Arundell
If your birthday fell before Chinese New Year in your birth year in one of the years above, then you will be a Snake, the
zodiac sign before the Horse. You can use the tool on the right to find your zodiac animal sign.

Rabbit Horoscope will be a year of challenges for the Chinese Rabbit sign. But with your determination and
will power, you will be able to overcome all obstacles. Strained muscles might give you some problem in the
Year of the Brown Earth Boar. Avoid eating red meat and sugary foods in Love and romance will be simple
and down-to-earth. Communication will be needed if you wish to take your relationships to the next level. The
success of your career lies in the details. Metal Rabbit Birth Year: Of course, you will be full of energy and
enthusiasm. But use this for a good cause. Marital relationships will be filled with happiness. Single dragons
will move forward from first dates to more stable engagements. This is a year of creative work in your job or
business. Finances will improve unexpectedly and so will expenses. Relaxation and zen meditation can make a
your life a lot more worthy. Metal Dragon Birth Years: Relaxation and regular exercise go hand-in-hand.
Relationships will be in a bit of turmoil. You might even end up with a broken heart. Pick yourself up and
forge ahead. Be it love or work, disappointments are a part and parcel of life. Learn from such experiences and
face life with a smile on your face. The year of the boar predictions predict that you will move at the pace that
you dictate. So make the most of it. Metal Snakes Birth Year: You will be filled with vigor to try out new
things this year. This is a good year to join some sports that can help your overall health. Remember to spend
time with your spouse, family and friends. That is the only way your relationships can become more
compatible. Teamwork and networking will play an important role in the professional lives of the Horse
zodiac sign. Work on your positives and come out a winner in Metal Horse Birth Year: You can become
healthier by reducing your stress. Single sheep might fall in love this year. But also be prepared for fast paced
dating and frequent breakups. Married goat couples will be more stable in You job will require most of your
attention. But you will also be rewarded by promotions and salary hikes. You might be confused by different
opportunities in Think wisely and decide on your course of action. Metal Sheep Birth Year:
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Chinese Horoscope of the Zodiac sign Horse during the Year of the Earth Dog by The Chinese
www.enganchecubano.com The Horse has the seventh position in the Chinese Zodiac. Your "Chinese zodiac animal is
Horse" if you are born in of these years: , , , , , , , ,

Although silent and speak little, the Horses born during January are popular among friends. This is usually
because they are men of good character and their deeds could accord with words. Life for them is full of joys
and happiness. The Horse people born in February are honest, upright and extraordinarily bright. They could
usually enjoy a free and simple life. The Horses born in March are quite spunky and usually could achieve
things before anyone else. Besides, they are usually praised by neighbors and receive great respect from
others. Tender, gentle and full of vigor, the Horses born during July can usually get benefactor assistance
during their life. Everything falls into their lap. They have less worry and could live a peacefully and happily.
For those Horses born in August, they are endowed with civil and martial virtues. Their technical ability is
exceptional. Also, they are quick witted and bold to get success in career. The dates and months here is based
on the Chinese lunar calendar. Careers for Horse The people under the animal sign of Horse are fit to efficient
works instead of simple and monotonous ones. Journalists, translators, salesmen, and securities traders would
be perfect. Also, the Horse people have their qualities to be an artist. The ability to adjust to the changing
circumstances also enables them to be a good statesman or critics. The Horses could do some active and
positive jobs like an athlete. To those naturally confident Horses, they are suitable to be an adventurer,
architect or entertainer and in those works they could get great achievements.
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Free horoscopes: get your daily horoscope, love horoscope, weekly horoscope, monthly horoscope, love astrology,
career astrology, and more horoscopes from a trusted source.

Tiger The seventh Horse in the 12 year cycle of Chinese zodiac calendar; the Years of the Horse include:
Horse, in , will have an excellent chance of making considerable profits if you invest wisely. Due to the Yang
energy in you, you will be vibrant and positive, and stay a head above all your competitors. Just direct this
energy profitably in taking initiatives for executing tasks successfully. Do not waste energy in pursuing
tempting relationships which may lead you nowhere. Respect and trust your partner and the sanctity of
marriage. Focus on peace, compassion and harmony in order to maintain a good rapport with people around
you. The Chinese zodiac sign, Horse, in , predicts the following in detail: You could be sent for a profitable
overseas project or you may undertake an overseas business tour. You will achieve success for all your hard
work and dedication, just avoid letting the pressure and nervousness get the best out of you. The exam fever
could hinder your performance. You may face some emotional difficulties, but maintaining good
communication with your partner will help resolve the issues. Your relationship will be highly sensual and
enjoyable. You will be able to maintain harmonious relations with your family members, so try to spend
sufficient time with your parents. You may seek support from your family and friends upon receiving some
travel related news. You may be prone to injuries and accidents, especially at work or through close contact
with animals. You may not be getting enough sleep or a nutritional diet. Relax, meditate, and avoid all sources
of stress. You may face some digestion related infections, so ensure that you consume a balanced diet. Some
exercise could also help you to stay more fit and maintain your general health. An increase in your expenditure
could require you to reevaluate your finances. Managing the family expenses may seem difficult at first.
However, your perseverance at work will pay off. Investing your money properly, could turn out to be
successful. Bringing about a change in your personality could help you improve your performance in the
workplace. This improvement in not only likely to impress your bosses, but would also help in your academic
goals.
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